Schroeder—Your Relocation Back Office
Who handles the relocation arrangements within your company? Do you employ a team of
people specific to care for all the details, do you expect your regular HR personnel to conduct
relocations alongside their existing responsibilities, or do you enlist the aid of a relocation
expert?
In truth, conducting a relocation requires a knowledge base most HR personnel do not possess.
While they may be skilled in selecting, training, and managing company employees, keeping up
with the fine details of the ever-changing world of employee relocation requires time and
expertise most do not possess.
That's where Schroeder Moving Systems comes in. With over 65 years of experience in the
personal and corporate relocation business, Schroeder can be your “relocation back office”,
providing your company with the knowledge and ability to get the job done right. Choosing to
use Schroeder means you will save valuable HR time and money, while ensuring your
relocations occur smoothly and efficiently.
Granted, there is a wealth of information regarding relocations available online. Could you not
simply instruct your HR personnel to conduct the research and perform relocation functions inhouse? That is certainly a possibility. However, you will likely discover that the vastness of the
information available and the questionable accuracy of such information will make the task more
difficult, more time-consuming, and more expensive that it needs to be.
Instead, enlist Schroeder to be the relocation back office for your HR personnel. In consultation
with you and your staff, we can design a package that meets your unique needs while ensuring
relocations within your business occur as effortlessly as possible.
Schroeder can address all the requirements for your relocation, including booking movers,
arranging packing and unpacking services, completing any transportation or customs-related
forms, selling and/or locating a home, setting up personal services, providing warehousing and
short-term or long-term storage, tracking shipments from the point of origin to the destination,
and more.
Your HR personnel know your business; we know ours. By entrusting us to care for all your
relocation needs, you will avoid cost-overruns and delays frequently encountered by those less
experienced. Best of all, your employees will arrive at their new locations without incident and
ready to move forward in their new positions. Contact us today to get started.

